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Yazhi: Causes of unexplained anemias in patients.
Being exposed to high intensity electromagnetic energy fields for prolonged periods of
time will produce anemia in subjects. Especially noticeable in the frequency range
above 1 GHZ and the stronger it is, the more anemia it produces. This is more
accentuated if the band of electromagnetic radiation with power greater than 1 GHZ is
concentrated in a strong one-directional beam, such as laser, or not even that
concentrated or localized, and it is not dispersed in concentric waves as the radio
waves would be. 
This is caused on purpose by the controllers of the plandemic for very real esoteric
reasons, that is, they have a firm non-human scientific basis, because it has been
known for thousands of years, that iron protects people from attacks of a paranormal
nature both of entities of the lower astral as well as from interventions or abductions
of non-human technological beings of a regressive nature.
Even in events of nocturnal attacks of regressive entities, it is known that a person
with low blood iron content will have a 90% more probability of being attacked than a
person with normal iron level, this especially measurable or if it is concentrated in the
base of the spine. 
This also explains why statistically women suffer from more events of paranormal
attacks of all kinds but especially those of a nocturnal nature than men, due to their
natural tendency to anemia caused by their menstruation cycles.
Iron and its properties help to keep the existential density of the person stable as
dictated by the base frequency of said person in his personal energetic torus which in
turn depends on his mental state and his level of consciousness.
They reduce the amount of defense of the person reducing the amount of blood iron
making them more vulnerable to all kinds of attacks from entities not of the tangible
reality called 3D, or terrestrial reality.
The ultraviolet light from the sun when interacting with blood iron through the skin
activates the retention and generation-of-repetition properties of iron, where it
stabilizes the existential frequency of the person, the auric frequency of his personal
torus that serves as a protective energy shield.
The lack of sunlight weakens the frequency-holding action of blood iron and increases
the ability of electromagnetic waves above 1 GHZ to degrade blood iron.
I must emphasize that the effect of electromagnetic radiation on blood iron occurs
mostly or is clearer when it refers to a directed flow or vector and not so much as a
result of common environmental-artificial electromagnetic radiation. That is, it is a
concentrated electromagnetic radiation with a one-directional flux such as that which
would occur as a result of an energy weapon being aimed at an individual as a target.
Although the nature of antennas and 5G transmissions are more environmentally
friendly, I do not rule out in any way that 5G may be directed, and I also accept that all
5G functions may be directed radiation in nature as necessary to cause strong
anemia in individuals within its range of action.
As speculation, and not so speculation, I see that they could be stripping specific
sectors of society of iron to make them more vulnerable to lower astral regressive
entities, as we have seen very strong activity from minor portals virtually all over the
world, especially within large urban concentrations.
———————
From another chat:



Yazhi: That´s why wearing or having around an amulet made of iron protects from
negative entities as well. Although at this point it's hard enough to get an amulet made
of iron, I would say that any iron would work as long as it´s concentrated and not in a
cheap alloy. I can add that the two best iron types are:
1: Graphite Iron 
2: Gray Iron 
Said with another kind of description:
A: Hematite Fe2-O3
B: Magnetite Fe2-O4
Gosia: But what's in it, iron, that makes entities not like it?
Yazhi: It stabilizes DNA because it holds the original frequency imposed on it. So it
conserves memory. This because of its specific magnetic fields it produces and holds.
The frequency of a living organism programs the iron in the cells, to hold a frequency.
The relationship between iron and DNA is very close, it's almost like a battery for it.
Entities cannot alter, or imprint, their frequency on to the victim's, therefore there is no
practical interface connection, so possession is difficult to impossible.
Inside a cell too much iron can be toxic, not enough causes all kinds of problems such
as anemia and cell oxidation as a consequence. Degeneration, aging.
For example we have a reason to believe they are artificially depleting iron in the
human population to be able to aid the trans humanistic effects of the DNA altering
Graphenite found in the vaccines. Promoting a better DNA altering effect as the
subject is not protected by its natural iron. This above goes perfectly hand in hand
with all what is going on about the covid agenda.
Note that the highest amount of paranormal events and occurrences happen to
females in puberty because their menstruation is heavy and they become heavily
anemic! I know other reasons apply here as well, but that is definitely an important
factor to consider.
Men have more iron because they don't bleed each month and many may have too
much iron in their bodies, so for once blood letting may be a solution. If too much iron
is the problem. And this may also explain why males have clearly less tendency to the
supernatural than females. Not only because they have a rational mind. Not so
simple.
In simple terms: iron locks a frequency by the cells activity and the frequency of mind
of the subject, making a connection to subtler interference coming from astral entities
hard to connect. The subjects are simply not in frequency range. Very much in the
physical. Remembering we are magnetic energy creatures, and what does iron do?
It's magnetic and programmable. So, it's logical. 
Perhaps people are lacking a lot of iron, and they want to replace it with the Graphene
found in the vaccines. Terrible! I know it does replace iron   This is not speculation.
Gosia: But doesn't protect it like iron, right?
Yazhi: No, because it's programmed by them. To do a job, to alter you! As they
please and want! They are using the same principle but to control people. One “side
effect” of the vaccine common to all is that they are magnetic. This is why!
All this may need more research about what exactly is happening on Earth, but Dr.
Alex Sousa may have tapped into something bigger than expected.


